Modeling of human cytochrome p450-mediated drug metabolism using unsupervised machine learning approach.
We developed a computational algorithm for evaluating the possibility of cytochrome P450-mediated metabolic transformations that xenobiotics molecules undergo in the human body. First, we compiled a database of known human cytochrome P-450 substrates, products, and nonsubstrates for 38 enzyme-specific groups (total of 2200 compounds). Second, we determined the cytochrome-mediated metabolic reactions most typical for each group and examined the substrates and products of these reactions. To assess the probability of P450 transformations of novel compounds, we built a nonlinear quantitative structure-metabolism relationships (QSMR) model based on Kohonen self-organizing maps (SOM). This neural network QSMR model incorporated a predefined set of physicochemical descriptors encoding the key molecular properties that define the metabolic fate of individual molecules. Isozyme-specific groups of substrate molecules were visualized, thus facilitating prediction of tissue-specific metabolism. The developed algorithm can be used in early stages of drug discovery as an efficient tool for the assessment of human metabolism and toxicity of novel compounds in designing discovery libraries and in lead optimization.